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Message from the President
Mike Becir
Associate Director, Student Support & Advising
University of British Columbia

Kate Ross Centennial Leader Entrance Award

Hi colleagues!
What an adventure we continue to be on. Over the past
months we’ve continued to experience impactful global
events, held in person convocation ceremonies for the first
time in several years and colleagues packed their bags and
attended ARUCC!

The exciting news from WARUCC is that we have booked our
2023 Vancouver, BC in person conference and hotel. We will
host a welcome reception the evening of Sunday, June 18 with
the conference ending Wednesday, June 21 at noon. Many
more details to follow, but we invite you all to get ready to
reconnect, share, learn and celebrate with us next June in
Vancouver!

WARUCC 2023
Conference
June 18 - 21, 2023
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On behalf of UBC, I am reaching out to the community to
share information about the Kate Ross Centennial Leader
Entrance Award fundraising campaign.
Dr. Kate Ross is the Associate Vice-President, Enrolment
Services and Registrar at the University of British Columbia
and is widely known and well-regarded within the Canadian
higher education community for her commitment to serving
students; supporting and mentoring colleagues; and her
significant contributions to the advancement of the Canadian
registrarial profession over her 35+ year career.
Kate has announced her retirement for the end of this year,
and in the true spirit of generosity, she hopes to create an
award for students with financial need who plan to study at
the University of British Columbia.
More about Dr. Kate Ross and to to contribute to the award,
please visit the crowdfunding page hosted by UBC:
https://bit.ly/3bmKcG0
Mike Becir
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If we carry the same bricks, we’ll keep
building the same house. Here’s how we
contribute to our own burnout.
Huong Bui
Strategy and Implementation Officer, NAIT
Co-Founder & Coach at GigifyWork

Last year, I wrote a LinkedIn article about my experience with burnout. Since that article was published, people have been
reaching out to me to share that they are either experiencing burnout themselves or they’re witnessing the devastating
effects of burnout on their team, their friends, or their family.
One thing seems clear: we are experiencing and witnessing a high level of stress and burnout. It’s impacting our health
and well-being as individuals. It’s also threatening the stability and growth of many teams and organizations. How did we
get here? Whose fault is it? More importantly, what can we do about it?
A lot of people I talk to point the finger at the pandemic. While I think the stress, anxiety, and isolation of the pandemic
has definitely exacerbated the issue, I don’t believe it is the root cause. For me, to get at the root causes of burnout, we
need to look at the three key players in the game: individuals, organizations, and culture. That’s where we will find the
solutions.
In today’s article, I’d like to focus on the individuals because this is the level that is most accessible and within our control.
It’s also the essential building block for the next two levels, organizations and culture, which I will focus on in subsequent
articles.
We all contribute to our own burnout in some ways. I know, that stings. But it’s important, so let me repeat that again: we
all contribute to our own burnout in some ways.
For me, my beliefs about success, ambition, and accomplishment drove a lot of the behaviours that led to my burnout. I
used to believe that the only path to success was through a lot of hard work, and there’s no other way around it. This
meant that overworking, obsessively thinking about work after hours, and being so busy that I barely had time to pee in
between meetings weren’t really bad things. They were actually signs that I was on the right path: the path to a successful
and fulfilling career. Once in a while, I even let myself believe that those were signs that I’ve made it.
I also believed that rest must be earned. Any guess as to how I earned my rest? Bingo! It was indeed my dear friend “hard
work”. Rest should only be granted once I’d done enough. The trouble was, I rarely felt like I'd done enough. There was
always more that I could do and should do. So any rest that I took was filled with guilt and worry. I felt guilty for being lazy
while there was still so much to be done. And I constantly worried that I hadn’t done enough, that I’d let others down, and
that I was failing at my job. Even on vacation, I had such a hard time detaching from work that it usually took me a week
into my vacation to finally stop checking work emails and stop thinking about work. By then, it was almost time to start
thinking about what's awaiting me upon my return.
As a hyper-achiever, I only felt good about myself when I was getting recognition and validation from others that I was
doing well and achieving the desired results. On the outside, I was holding up an image of someone who was confident,
competent, and accomplished. But on the inside, I never felt good enough for long. I was constantly criticizing myself,
continued on next page
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mostly in the name of self-improvement. I believed that I needed that self-critical voice to improve, to push harder, to work
smarter, so that I could achieve more.
As a giver and a helper, I believed my role was to make sure others were well-supported. When I was working as an advisor,
that meant taking care of my project and administrative tasks after hours because I was too busy meeting students’ needs
during office hours. As a leader, it meant thinking about what would be best for my team and twisting myself and my
family’s schedule to meet those needs. I couldn’t see a way to meet others’ needs without sacrificing myself. To be honest,
it even felt good at times to give up my needs to take care of others. It affirmed my sense of purpose.
In my work with clients on their burnout recovery, I uncover a similar pattern in their beliefs and behaviours. And let me be
really clear here, this has nothing to do with how smart or logical someone is. We all get it, logically. We all know it. But the
gap between knowing and doing can feel impossible to bridge at times.
I shared all of this not to blame the victim. There are larger forces at play that contribute to one’s burnout, as I will explore
and explain in my next articles. But at the end of the day, if you carry the same bricks, you will end up building the same
house, no matter how many times or how far you move.
This is why I’m so passionate about working with individuals to help them address their current burnout episode and identify
the patterns to make sure it doesn’t happen again. It’s something I wish someone had helped me after my first burnout
experience.
Part 2: 5 strategies to combat burnout for leaders
Part 3: 3 cultural forces that feed the flame of burnout

WARUCC 2023 Conference Hotel and More
Coast Hotel Coal Harbour Vancouver:
www.coasthotels.com/coast-coal-harbour-vancouver-hotelby-apa
Room rate $274/night which is a great deal for a hotel right
in downtown Vancouver by the water. Rates held for several
days before and after the conference date as well on a first
come first serve basis if you’d like to extend your stay.
Please feel free to book anytime if you plan to attend as
rooms will fill up quickly (cancellation is available up to 3 days
prior) – more details on the conference program schedule and
conference fee will be made available in the coming weeks.

departure dates prior to their arrival date or at the time of
check in.
Volunteers
Interested in being part of the Conference Program Planning
Committee? Email pres@warucc.ca by Friday September 09,
2022.
Vendor Survey
We’d like to focus our vendor selection to those that our
members would like to see there. Which vendors would you
like to see at WARUCC 2023? Email pres@warucc.ca by
Friday September 09, 2022.

Direct Reservation Link:
https://book.passkey.com/event/50338761/owner/1485001/l
anding
Must cancel 3 days prior to 4:00 PM the day of arrival to
avoid penalty. Cancellation fee of 1 night’s room and tax at
confirmed rate. An early departure fee equaling one night of
the confirmed room rate and applicable taxes will be
charged to the party which guaranteed the reservation for
guests departing before their confirmed departure dates.
Guests will be exempt from this charge if they change their
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Alberta Update
Amy Dambrowitz
University Registrar
University of Calgary

The Alberta Registrars Association (ARA) met on May 14, 2022 at the University of Calgary, with nearly half the group
attending in person. After two years of meeting online, we returned to unfamiliar but welcome rituals including sharing
food and navigating campus parking, and discussed topics including the return to in-person work and classes,
microcredentials and the PlanMyPath Plus initiative.
The meeting fell amid a series of post-secondary expansion funding announcements from the Government of Alberta
totalling nearly 10,000 new spaces and $171M in funding. New spaces will be distributed across the province and are
focussed in high demand areas including health, agriculture, business, science and engineering. Many of the funded
programs will welcome students as early as Fall 2023.
Two new members joined the ARA executive at the meeting: Geri Lynn Gouglas from Mount Royal University accepted the
role of Secretary/Treasurer and Neera Arora from the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT) took on the role of
Apply Alberta Steering Committee Representative. Marko Hilgersom and Melissa Padfield remain in the roles of President
and Vice-President until next Spring.
The meeting included an update on the PlanMyPathPlus (PMP Plus) initiative. The Alberta Government is developing a new,
web-based tool called Plan My Path (PMP), to support students in understanding their postsecondary education (PSE)
options. In parallel, the PMP Plus pilot project will examine mechanisms to improve PSE participation for students from
secondary schools with low postsecondary transition rates. The pilot will assess the impact of supplementary application
support literature, in-school application workshops, and the waiving of application fees to determine if these services
enhance take up and use of the PMP online tool, and eventual participation in postsecondary education.
The group also discussed the future of microcredentials, including an exploration of best practices in microcredential
development and governance, and the balance required to ensure the quality of these credentials while preserving an
agile response to market needs. The group agreed on the importance of developing a shared provincial framework for
microcredentials and aligning practice in their recognition. A sub-group of the ARA will be meeting in the fall to move this
conversation forward.
A theme that ran throughout the meeting was the return to more in-person activity for students, faculty and staff. As
institutions consider the future of teaching modalities post-pandemic, registrars are considering how to adjust scheduling
practices to make the best use of our spaces, and how we can ensure that institutions have robust, well-understood
definitions of modalities. At the same time, teams are returning to in-person work, and navigating the introduction of
hybrid work arrangements.Perhaps most exciting, many institutions are returning to in-person convocations and revelling in
the opportunity to celebrate, together.
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Ready to Read
Andrea McDaniel
University Registrar
Brandon University
If you’re looking for some summer reading that will take you in two totally different directions, I recommend the following:
Levitin, D. J. (2014). The organized mind: Thinking straight in the age of information overload. Plume/Penguin Books.
This is an accessible, wide-ranging read by an academic for lay people that touches on neurobiology, our interactions with
information of all types in the contemporary world, and strategies for working with our brains to function well. Even though it
was written in 2014, it doesn’t really feel dated yet. It veers off into left-field a few times, which is somewhat surprising for a
book on this subject, but overall, it provides enough concrete, applicable, and generally interesting material to make it worth
the read.
Balzer, W.K. (2020). Lean Higher Education: Increasing the Value and Performance of University Processes (2nd ed.).
Productivity Press. https://doi.org/10.4324/9781351216944
This is a shorter, slightly denser read that is well worth the time. It outlines a model for applying LEAN principles within the
higher education context to streamline work and the student experience, providing concrete examples along the way. While it
is definitely written with the US postsecondary context at the forefront, most of the concepts are easily applicable to
Canadian institutions. Integrating LEAN within an institution isn’t a one-person job, which can feel a bit frustrating if you get
really excited about it but your colleagues are not yet there. However, with tightening resources across the board in higher
education, this framework is a great tool to have in your kit.

Do you have something to contribute to the next issue for
this newsletter? An update on a project, a provincial
initiative, an interesting professional development
opportunity in past or future, or a personal perspective on
an issue? Email Inga Wheeler bcmal@warucc.ca

WARUCC Team
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Western Representative to ARUCC
Mike Becir
University of British Columbia
Past President
Jeff Adams
University of Manitoba
Vice-President
Jennifer Crothers
Northern Alberta Institute of Technology

Secretary
Andrea McDaniel
Brandon University
Treasurer
Edward Aaron Cunningham
University of British Columbia
British Columbia Member-at-Large
Inga Wheeler
Okanagan College

Alberta Member-at-Large
Amy Dambrowitz
University of Alberta
Saskatchewan Member-at-Large
Danny Freire
Saskatchewn Polytechnic
Manitoba Member-at-Large
Stephanie Penner
Canadian Mennonite University
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